
EXECUTING 
DATA-DRIVEN 
LOYALTY 
FOR MORE 
PERSONALIZED 
ENGAGEMENT
SessionM offers a comprehensive suite of loyalty functionality to help 
brands drive impactful results from their loyalty program. 

With powerful data management capabilities at its core, SessionM 
combines campaign management tools with a flexible and comprehensive 
loyalty management solution to help marketers drive targeted and 
personalized outreach, resulting in increased engagement and spend.

Executing a loyalty program built on unified customer data enables 
brands to craft an engaging and differentiated experience based 
on preference and previous behavior.

SessionM clients typically see loyalty members 
make 15% more purchases per year

http://www.sessionm.com


Executing Data-Driven Loyalty for More Personalized Engagement 

Marketers can pull different levers to award loyalty points 
at different velocities, encouraging spend across channels 
and third-parties. For example, reward customers with 
double points for using a private label credit card or inspire 
urgency through customized point expiration. 

Point accounts allow a loyalty program to seamlessly 
scale in complexity. By assigning separate spending rules 
and expiration dates per point source, points earned from 
various sources can have specific regulations. 

While on the surface customers can see their point 
balance and which tier they belong to, underneath 
the hood marketers are able to drill down and 
understand which aspects of a loyalty program are 
driving transactions.

Brands can establish and manage public or private tier-

associated benefits and offers. For example, a retailer may 

create tier entrance criteria that requires a customer to fill 

out all fields in their profile to be entered into the bronze 

tier, or a minimum spend threshold can trigger an 

exclusive, surprise reward for gold tier members. With 

hidden tiers, brands can leverage unpublished loyalty 

methods, such as personalized product recommendations, 

tailored offers or exclusive experiences to surprise-and-

delight customers without a publicized program. 

Tiers can be set up and deployed in a variety of ways, and 
serve as the perfect vehicle for driving customers into 
higher spending brackets. Exclusive offers and benefits such as double points days and free express shipping can be 
provided to members of the highest tier, and messaging can be sent to lower value customers to provide information 
on the benefits of reaching the next tier and how many points they need to earn to do so. 

SessionM enables customer service teams to leverage loyalty programs as a tool to improve the customer 
experience. Using the SessionM Platform, an agent can enroll the customer into the loyalty program, or view current 
tier status and progress towards reaching the next tier level. Additionally, a customer service agent can compensate 
a customer with a number of loyalty points, or manage a customer’s tier status and deliver outcomes associated with 
entering a new tier.

Earning Velocity Management by Source

Enhanced Targeting and 
Experience Management by 
Customer Tier
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Configurable Reward Store
Build and configure a digital reward store to drive 
participation in a loyalty program, and entice a number 
of different customer behaviors. A variety of offers can 
be placed within a reward store, and each one can 
cost a specified amount of loyalty points. Stores can be 
limited to invite-only, or only accessible by customers in 
certain tiers to enforce exclusivity and motivate additional 
behavior. Additionally, limited-time only stores can be set 
up to drive transactions, and promote excitement over 
certain events or a new product release.

Offer Management and 
Closed Loop Offers

SessionM integrates with leading POS systems to 
liberate transactional data for the purpose of driving 
targeted, profitable promotions. Transaction data is 
ingested and unified with other disparate systems 
to create a complete view of each customer. With 
transactional and behavioral data, marketers are able 
to deliver smarter and more impactful rewards to 
customers. Closed-loop offers created in the SessionM 
Platform can be delivered to customers via a number 
of channels, such as promotional campaigns, reward 
stores, loyalty tier behavior rules, via customer service, 
and more. Offers can be recognized and discounted 
immediately at the point of sale, and eligibility can be 
instantly verified. 

Targeted offers can be deployed through a number 
of channels, such as a mobile app inbox, email, push 
notifications, and more. Customers can also be given the 
opportunity to purchase offers with loyalty points directly 
within a brand’s mobile app or ecommerce website. 

Every time an offer is redeemed, the customer profile 
is updated in the platform to inform future offers and 
targeted segments. Through a number of reporting 
metrics, marketers can determine offer redemption 
rates, liability and ROI.

SessionM generated 11X in 

incremental spend per targeted 

offer for a current client
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Best-in-Class Member 
Management

SessionM was purpose-built to unify customer data and 
make it actionable for more impactful campaigns, offers 
and loyalty programs. Data is ingested from disparate 
technologies, such as point of sale systems, email service 
providers, mobile marketing platforms and more to 
create a holistic view of each customer. Declared (name, 
email address), observed (purchases, offers redeemed) 
and predictive member data (customer lifetime value, 
risk of churn) are all surfaced within the customer profile 
and can be leveraged to deliver more personalized 
engagements to each customer, across channels.

Deep Reporting Insights

Maximize the performance of a loyalty or rewards 
program with accurate and deep insights into core KPIs. 
SessionM affords businesses with a deeper level of 
understanding on loyalty and offers performance through 
a series of intuitive reporting dashboards. Information on 
membership, point liability, offer status and transactions 
are combined with forecasting features and anomaly 
detection to provide business units across the company 
with the information needed to pull the right strings. 

One Complete Engagement Tool

Unlike other loyalty vendors, SessionM offers a single, intuitive tool that enables you to store and compile customer 

data into a 360-degree profile. We make it easy for you to understand what customers are doing and trigger unique, 

personalized experiences. Whether you’re sending a personalized offer, reward, content, or a one-of-a-kind 

experience, our end-result guarantees you more satisfied, loyal and highly profitable customers.




